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ABSTRACT 
 

In the field of software engineering, software 

architecture plays an important role particularly in 

areas of critical and large-scale software system 

development and over the years it has evolved as an 

important sub-discipline within the field of software 

engineering. However, software architecture is still 

an emerging discipline mainly attributed by the lack 

of standardized way for architectural representation 

and also due to lack of analysis methods that can 

determine if the intended architecture translates into 

correct implementation during the software 

development [HNS00]. Architecture compliance 

checking [KP07] is a technique used to resolve 

latter part of the problem and Fraunhofer SAVE 

(Software Architecture Visualization and 

Evaluation) is a compliance-checking tool that uses 

fact extraction.  

This master’s thesis provides fact extraction support 

to Fraunhofer SAVE for a system developed using 

Ruby on Rail framework by developing a fact 

extractor. The fact extractor was developed as an 

eclipse plug-in in Java that was integrated with 

SAVE platform, it consists of a parser that parses 

Ruby source code and then generates an abstract 

syntax tree. The architectural facts are extracted by 

analyzing these abstract syntax trees using a visitor 

pattern from which architecture of the system are 

generated. It is represented using the internal model 

of the SAVE platform.  

The fact extractor was validated using two 

reference systems of differing sizes developed 

using Ruby on Rails framework. A reference 

system with smaller size, which contains all the 

relevant Ruby language constructs, was used to 

evaluate correctness and completeness of the fact 

extractor.  The evaluation result showed the 

correctness value of 1.0 or 100% and completeness 

value of 1.0 or 100%. Afterwards, a larger 

application with more complex architecture was 

used to validate the performance and robustness of 

the fact extractor.  It has successfully extracted, 

analyzed and build the SAVE model of this large 

system by taking 0.05 seconds per component 

without crashing. Based these computations, it was 

concluded that the performance of the fact extractor 

was acceptable as it performed better than C# fact 

extractor. 

 

Keywords: Fact Extractor, SAVE, Ruby on Rails, 

Compliance checking, Parser, eclipse Plug-in 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

In the field of software engineering, software architecture has evolved as an 

important sub-discipline particularly in the area of large-scale software system 

development. Software architecture gives intellectual control over the complexity of 

the system being developed and thus allows one to focus on the essential parts, rather 

than on less trivial details [Cetal.02]. It is also the first artifacts in software 

development lifecycle that can be used to validate the fulfillment of quality attributes 

and serves as the blueprint for the project [BCK03]. 

 

However, software architecture itself is still an emerging discipline within the field 

of software engineering, attributed largely by the lack of standardized way for 

architecture representation and also due to lack of analysis method that can determine 

whether the architecture translates into an implementation that confirms to the 

requirements [HNS00]. Architecture compliance checking [KP07] is a technique used 

to resolve latter part of the problem by helping to evaluate to what extend an 

architectural view has been realized as intended by creating an abstracted level of 

software architecture from concrete elements such as source code or runtime traces. It 

can be done in two ways: statically without executing the code and dynamically at run-

time.  The degree of architecture compliance is then measured relative to the intended 

architectural view; a compliance of 1.0 or 100% means no architectural violations, 

while 0.0 or 0% stand for a complete mismatch [KP07, DKL09]. 

 

Fraunhofer SAVE (Software Architecture Visualization and Evaluation) is one 

such tool that can be used for compliance checking and it allows us to analyze and 

optimize the architecture of implemented software systems. Developed jointly between 

Fraunhofer IESE (Institute for Experimental Software Engineering IESE in 

Kaiserslautern, Germany) and Fraunhofer Center Maryland (Center for Experimental 

Software Engineering in College Park, Maryland, USA), SAVE is developed as a set 

of eclipse plug-ins, which is fully integrated into the eclipse development environment 

(IDE), that is used for fact extraction from the source codes [DKL09]. 

 

This thesis work extends Fraunhofer SAVE tool by providing a fact extraction 

support for system developed in Ruby on Rails framework. Ruby on Rails is open 

source web 2.0 framework developed to minimize programming barriers and increase 

programmer productivity. It is based on model-view-control (MVC) architectural 

pattern that splits the application into three parts; Models are the business logic objects 

that handle the functionality of the application, usually backed by an Object-

Relational-Mapping framework that persist your objects to a database. Views are the 

templates that render data and handle presentational aspects of the application to the 

users. Controller process request from clients, initiate change in the models and trigger 
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rendering of the templates for views. Ruby on Rails was created by David Heinemeier 

Hansson as web development framework using Ruby-programming language, a kind 

of byproduct of Basecamp’s development project at 37signals in 2004, which has 

enjoyed much popularity since then. Ruby is a very dynamic, reflective and general-

purpose object-oriented programming language considered as a true object-oriented 

programming language. Everything in Ruby is object and its development was inspired 

by the syntax of Perl, Smalltalk, Eiffel and Lisp, which was developed by Yukihiro 

Matsumoto in Japan during the mid-1990s [BK09]. 

1.2 Goal 

The main goal is this thesis work is to extend the features of Fraunhofer SAVE 

tool by developing a fact extractor, which is capable of analyzing and build SAVE 

models necessary for compliance checking for a system build using Ruby on Rails 

programming language. 

 

To achieve this goal, the main task is sub-divided into concrete tasks with specific 

objectives shown in Table 1. 

Tasks Objectives 

Literature Review Identify relevant resources, tools necessary to build a 

concrete foundation.  

Survey on Ruby on Rails Identify and study concepts, tools, examples, and 

analyses  

Develop a Source Code 

Model for Ruby on Rails 

Analyze Ruby on Rails for programming language 

constructs relevant for compliance checking 

Provide Fact Extraction 

Support 

Develop fact extractor as a eclipse plug-in. If 

possible, reduce effort by reusing existing open 

source components  

Proof of concept 

application 

Walkthrough a crisp Ruby example containing all 

relevant constructs 

Validation and Evaluation Validate the solution for selected Ruby on Rails 

systems with differing in sizes and collect metrics, 

which can be used to evaluate the correctness and 

completeness of the extractor using statistical 

methods.  

Evaluation is done to find the fact extraction 

accuracy and to check the performance and 

robustness of the extractor. 

Table 1: Task and objectives 
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1.3 Contribution 
 

The main contribution of this master’s thesis is a Ruby on Rails fact extractor 

developed as eclipse plug-in which is then integrated into Fraunhofer SAVE tool that 

provides fact extraction support for system developed in Ruby on Rails.  

 

The main contributions of this thesis work are represented visually through the 

high level conceptual architectural diagram of the SAVE compliance checking 

procedure shown by Figure 1. The highlighted boxes connected by tick arrows 

represent the contribution of my thesis work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Role of Fact Extraction 

 

1.4 Thesis Structure 
 

This thesis work was undertaken in three phases. In the first phase the foundation 

of the thesis was build, which consist of literature review, analysis and finding a 

proposed solution. In the second phase, implementation based on the proposed solution 

was undertaken and the third phase on validation, evaluation and refinement of fact 

extractor.  These phases are divided into chapters.   

 

The first Chapter presents introduction that outlines motivation, goals and 

contribution of this thesis work. Chapter 2 discusses the foundation study of SAVE 
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platform, SAVE extraction framework, and analysis of Ruby programming language 

constructs relevant for fact extraction and Rails framework and Chapter 3 describes 

possible approaches and a proposed solution. Chapter 4 describes implementation 

details and Chapter 5 on evaluation and validation of the fact extractor and finally 

concludes with chapter 6. 
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2 FOUNDATION 

In this Chapter, the foundation for building the Ruby on Rails fact extractor is 

described. First Fraunhofer SAVE tool is examined in detail as described in Section 

2.1 to identify the SAVE model elements that are necessary to build the Source Code 

Model for Ruby on Rails, so that a mapping from SAVE model elements to Ruby 

source code model can be created. The analysis of Ruby language constructs is 

described in section 2.2. The options for parsing Ruby source code and the parsing 

process are also are also studied and described in section 2.3. 

 

2.1 Fraunhofer SAVE 

SAVE tool can help developers to understand, rearchitect, reuse or create software 

that is easily maintainable. It enables developers and other stakeholders to visualize the 

architecture manifested in the source code by automatically extracting and building 

architecture (Source Code Model) and provide a high-level view of the system and 

Fact Extraction is a prerequisite for compliance checking [KPO7].  

Systems developed in any programming language can be analyzed and their 

architectural facts extracted that can be used to build an abstracted model of the 

system.  This model forms the basis for architectural compliance- checking, 

visualization and for analysis of the system. The compliance checking for any 

architectural violations can be detected by comparing the architecture generated by the 

SAVE tool with the intended architecture.  

Figure 2 [KP07] shows the analysis results of a structural architecture compliance 

using SAVE tool. During the analysis, every relation gets one of the three compliance 

types assigned: convergence, divergence or absence. The relation is assigned 

convergence if it is compliant to the intended architecture, divergence if the relation 

was not intended but implemented in the system (architecture violation), or absence, 

when the relation was planned in the architecture but not implemented in the system 

[KP07]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: SAVE compliance checking 
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The process of using the SAVE tool can be described using the following six steps 

[LM08]. 

1. Captures and models of the planned architecture using build-in editor 

based on UML notation. 

2. Extracts actual architecture facts and builds architecture from the source 

code, which is then analyzed.  

3. Map the components in the generated architecture to the intended 

architecture. The mapping is done manually using a simple mapping 

editor.  

4. Automatically compare the actual architecture with the intended 

architecture based on the mappings from step 3 and SAVE flags each item 

where there is a mismatch between the two. 

5. Analyze each deviation to find out if the violation is critical or not, which 

is done manually.  

6. Finally, define a plan for removing the violations determined as critical.  

 

 

2.1.1 SAVE Core Model 

The SAVE core model contains data structures for building models of the system 

from the source code (SCM) of the analyzed system. It is logically separated into three 

different entities [RFK06] which are described in detail in the subsequent sub-sections.  

 SAVEComponentModel 

 FSModel 

 SAVEFSConnector 

Each of these three components carries different information, which in 

combination forms the SAVE core model. The UML diagram of SAVE core model is 

shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: SAVE core Model 

SAVEComponentModel 

The SAVEComponentModel consist of entities and relations that are represented by 

SAVEComponent and SAVERelations components respectively as shown in Figure 4.   

The SAVEComponentModel is the main data structure that represents entities and attributes 

of the software system, which is required to build the architecture of the analyzed system. 

SAVERelation on the hand is a connector that represents relationships between the entities 

and attributes. The entities could represent programming language constructs such as 

compilation unit, package, class, methods etc. at different level of abstraction as desired and 

the type attribute specifies the construct it is representing, both entities and relation contains 

type attribute. The type attributes are shown below [RFK06]: 
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Entity type attribute 

 Component Types 

 Layer Type 

 System Type 

 Subsystem Type 

 Interface Type 

Relation Type attribute 

 Containment relation 

 Call relation 

 Inheritance relation 

 Access relation 

 Import relation 

 Dependency relation 

 Commit relation 

 Interface relation 

 Dynamic invocation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: SAVE Component Model 

FSModel 

The FSModel is the “File System Model” that builds the model of the analyzed system at 

same abstraction level with that of the operating system with detailed information such as 

attributes, methods and types within the source code files. The idea of FSModel is to show 

only information that is relevant for analysis so that the number of entities and relations 
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shown will be minimized and the information accessibility can be improved. The structure of 

the FSModel is shown [RFK06] in Figure 5.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: FSModel UML diagram 

The top level structure of FSModel is SAVEModelElement, which is same as with 

FSComponentModel. FSElement extends this component and all other components in turn 

extend FSElement as can be seen in Figure 5. To prove flexibility and extensibility for the 

different kind of software system to be processed, the components are separated between 

objected oriented programming languages and procedural-programming languages achieved 

though FSGeneralCompilationUnit and FSOOCompilitionUnit. 

At the top of the abstraction hierarchy is the FSModel, which can be viewed as 

representation of the analyzed system on an abstraction level very close to operating system, 

such as file system or package browser in Eclipse SDK. The details of representation 
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increase as we go down the hierarchy. The FSModel elements relevant to build the extractor 

are described below [RFK06]: 

 FSFolder: Represents a directory (package in Java), which can contain other 

FSFolders or FSCompilationUnits.   

 FSCompilationUnit:  Represents the compilation unit, which is “.rb” file in case of 

Ruby.  

 FSType: Represents object-oriented types such as class or an interface. 

 FSConstructor: Represents constructor of a class 

 FSRoutines: Represents a function or method contained in FSCompilationUnit  

 FSVariable Represent the attributes and methods within the type definitions.  

SAVEFSConnector 

The SAVEFS connector acts as a bridge between SAVEComponentModel and FSModel by 

building a reference from SAVEElement to FSElements of SAVEFSConnection, which is 

contained in SAVEFSConnector. Figure 6 shows the UML diagram of SAVEFSConnector 

[RFK06].  

 

Figure 6: SAVEFSConnector UML diagram 

 

2.1.2 Fact Extraction Framework 

The SAVE tool includes an extension framework what helps any developer who wishes to 

extend the functionality of the SAVE tool to by providing new extension, such as the fact 

extractor for different languages [Rost09].  
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The extraction process in this framework is divided into three phases; selection, 

transformation and persistence. The selection phase initiates the fact extraction processes and 

transformation phase generates a model and associated relations. The persistence phase then 

persisted the model in the SAVE Repository for visualization and analysis.  

The layers diagram from [Rost09] is shown in Figure 7 that can be connected to SAVE 

platform via single extension point 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Extractor Layers 

 

2.1.2.1 User Interface Layer 

The UI layer provides elements needed to build a wizard page that allows the user to select 

the set of input elements, abstraction strategies and additional information that specifies 

which system artifacts should be available as input for transformation and initiate the fact 

extraction process. The UI provides three basic wizard pages and additional pages can be 

added [Rost09]: 

1. Input element Selection Page: This wizard page allows the user to select 

and decide which system artifacts should be used as input elements for 

transformation. The following elements have to be registered by the extractor 

extension 

 Input element Root: Sets root element (drive or directory) that contains all 

other possible input elements as children. 

 Input Element Content Provider: Provides elements that will be shown on 

the page for selection 
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 Input Element Label Provider: Determines the form of the names and 

images of the input elements 

 Input Element Page Position: Position of page in wizard page sequence 

2. Structure Abstraction Strategy Selection Page: This page is for selecting 

structure abstraction strategy. Only setting the position of page in wizard 

page sequence is required  

3. Relation Abstraction Strategy Selection Page: This page is for selecting 

relation abstraction strategy that should be used for transformation. Only page 

position setting is required. 

4. Additional Wizard Pages: Additional pages can be added if these three 

basic pages are not sufficient with position of pages 

2.1.2.2 Transformation Layer 

The transformation layer builds the model elements from input provided by the UI layer 

which realizes the transformation logic.  It consists of extraction handler, structure and 

relation components. The elements are described in details below [Rost09]. 

Extraction Handler 

Extraction handler controls the transformation process by collecting all the necessary 

information from the UI layer, such as input elements, abstraction strategies and relation 

abstraction strategy. The extractor extends these components to complete the transformation 

phase.   

Structure 

Structure contains element for the structure extraction and abstraction with its concrete 

implementation in the extractor layer. The strategies in the extractor realize the logic and the 

corresponding components in the platform specify the structure and provide basic 

functionality and one or more structure abstraction strategies may be provided as extractor 

extensions. 

Relation 

This component is analog to the structure component, only the logic abstracts relations 

between entities 

 

2.1.2.3 Repository access layer  

The extension models are build in this layer by instantiating the meta-models that are defined 

in the SAVE repository, which is realized through model manager that has a functionality to 

create, modify and delete models and model elements. These model mangers are contained 

in the repository access layer, which are used by extractors [Rost09].  
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2.2 Ruby on Rails Framework 

Ruby on Rails is open source web 2.0 framework developed to minimize programming 

barriers and increase programmer productivity. It is implemented in Ruby-programming 

language, which was developed by Yukihiro Matsumoto in Japan during the mid-1990s 

[BK09]. Rails use a well-established architectural pattern known as model-view-control 

(MVC) that splits the application into three parts, Models, Views and Controllers. Figure 8 

shows the structural relationship between these three objects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: MVC class structure 

As seen from the diagram the view and controller depend on the model, while the model 

doesn’t depend on any of them. This separation allows the model to be built and tested 

independently from controllers and views.  This is the main benefits of using MVC 

architecture pattern, which are described below. For fact extraction view component which 

only contains HTML files is not relevant [BK09]. 

Models 

Models are the business logic objects that handle the functionality of the application, which 

are usually backed by an Object-Relational-Mapping framework that persist your objects to a 

database. In most cases, one table in your database will correspond to one model in your 

application. The bulk of your application’s business logic will be concentrated in the models.  

 

Views 

Views represent the user interface of your application that render data and handle 

presentational aspects of the application to the users.  Views are HTML files with embedded 

Ruby code that performs tasks related solely to the presentation of the data. Views handle the 

job of providing data to the web browser or other tool that is used to make requests from 

your application.  
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Controllers 

Controller process request from clients, initiate change in the models and trigger rendering of 

the templates for views. 

 

2.2.1 Ruby on Rails Mini Example 

This section describes a mini example of Ruby on Rails code and its directory structure. The 

example is shown with a demo application that says hello. The Figure 9 shows the structure 

of root directory with the sub-directories for models, views and controllers. 

 

Figure 9: Ruby on rails directory structure 

Since everything in Rails uses Ruby, basically we have to parse ruby source program to 

build the model is the system implemented in Ruby on Rails. Therefore, first we have to find 

the language contracts of Ruby to be able to build the fact extractor.  

The following example code snippet shows all the relevant ruby language constructs needed 

to build the fact extractor. 

 

module ModuleA               # Module declaration  

 def mod_method1             # Method declaration 

  puts “module method 1” 

 end 

end 

module ModuleB              # Module declaration 

 def mod_method2 

  puts “module method 2”      # Method declaration 

 end 

end 
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class ExClass               # Class declaration 

include ModuleA             # Mix-ins 

include ModuleB             # Mix-ins 

  @variable = "foo"         # instance variable   

  @@variable = "bar"        # class variable 

variable = “var”            # local variable   

 

def initialize              # Constructor method 

    @variable = "var1"      # instance variable  

end 

 

def test                    # method declaration 

  puts @@variable 

  puts @variable 

end 

end 

 

class ExSubclass<ExClass     # inheritance 

  @variable = "1"            # instance variable   

  @@variable = "2"           # class variable    

 

def initialize               # constructor declaration 

    @variable = "3" 

end 

 

end 

 

first_ex = ExClass.new       # class instantiation 

first_ex.test                # class access 

mod_test = ExClass.new 

mod_test.mod_method1         # Module method access 

mod_test.mod_method2         # Module method access 

 

second_ex = ExSubclass.new   # subclass instantiation 

second_ex.test               # subclass access 

 

 

2.2.2 Ruby Language Constructs 

This section describes in detail all the ruby programming language constructs relevant for 

fact extraction. The language constructs are identified and then later mapped with SAVE 

component elements [Matsu98].  

Compilation Unit 

A compilation unit is a source code that is compiled and treated as one logical unit, which 

can be a file, selected portion of a file or can contain one or more files.  Declarations and 

definitions within a compilation unit determine the scope of functions and data objects. A 

program with more than one compilation unit can be compiled separately and then at later 
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time it can be linked to produce the executable program. For ruby, the ruby source code files 

(i.e., .rb files) are treated as a compilation unit, which forms one logical unit.  

Modules 

They are similar to classes, except that modules cannot be instantiated nor have subclasses. 

Modules can be used in two typical ways; one to organize element together into groups with 

any number of classes, methods, and constants into a single namespace that helps to avoid 

conflicts with existing classes, methods, and constants. The module declaration is shown 

below. 

module Identifier 

  statement1 

  statement2 

  … 

end 

 

Another use of modules is called mix-in to add the functionality of modules into classes and 

provide a functionality of multiple inheritances which is purposely not implemented in ruby. 

Therefore, mixin technique provides is a good alternative to support multiple inheritance in 

Ruby as shown in the code example below. 

module ModuleA   # Module declaration A  

  def method1    # Method declaration 1 

  end 

end 

module ModuleB 

  def method2 

  end 

end 

class Test 

include ModuleA            # Mix-ins 

include ModuleB            # Mix-ins 

 

def method3 

end 

end 

test=Test.new 

test.method1 

test.method2 

test.method3 
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Remember that modules cannot be instantiated nor sub-classed, but if we use include 

statement in a class definition to effectively use module methods as "mixed in", to the class. 

Classes 

A class is a collection of data and methods. A class can also be defined within classes 

resulting in nested classes. Ruby class example is show below. 

 

 Class Shapes 

 end 

 class drawing< Shapes 

   class line                    # Nested class 

   end 

   class circle 

   end 

 end 

myshape = Shapes.new            #class instantiation 

mycircle = drawing::circle.new  #subclass instantiation 

The classes can be instantiated with “new” keyword as shown in the code snippet above. 

Members 

The members consist of methods and variables. A variable is a placeholder for a single 

object, which may be a numbers, string, character or any other data structures and are 

grouped into different categories based on the scope and usage as follows. 

 Local variable: A variable that can be accessed and used from the current scope. 

 Instance/object variable: A variable that can be accessed and used from the scope 

of a single object. An object’s methods can all access that object’s object variables. 

 Global variable: A variable that can be accessed and used from anywhere within 

the current program 

 Class variable: A variable that can be accessed and used within the scope of a class 

and all of its child objects. Class variables are prefixed with (@@) (two @ 

characters) 
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$global_variable = 10     //global variable 

class Class1 

   @@class_var_name = 0    //class variable 

var_name = 0             //local variable 

def initialize(id, name) 

      @id=id         //instance variable              

      @name=name 

end 

def print_global 

puts "Global variable is #$global_variable" 

end 

end 

 Methods: Ruby methods are used to bundle one or more repeatable statements into a 

single unit. Methods are defined both outside as well as inside the class and it is 

defined with def keywords 

def method_name [( [arg [= default]]...[, * arg [, 

&expr ]])] 

expr.. 

end 

Methods can also be defined on individual objects by prefixing the name of the 

method with the object on which it is defined. Methods like these are known a 

singletonmethods, and they are defined as: 

def math.abc(x)   

x * x 

end 

 

Inheritance 

A class can inherit features and functionality of another class, but can inherit only 

from a single other class without multiple inheritances support. Therefore, it will 

have inheritance relation with the super class from which it inherits. 
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class Class1 

end 

class Class2 < Class1   //inheritance 

end 

 

Require statement 

In ruby the “require” statement is similar to the include statement of C and C++ and the 

import statement of Java. The syntax is shown below. 

require filename 

Ruby also uses include statement, which allows us to embed a module into a class. To embed 

a module in a class, we can use include statement within the class. The syntax is shown 

below. 

include module_name 

 

2.3 Fact Extraction by Parsing Source Code 

As described earlier the abstracted architecture necessary for compliance checking [KP07] 

can be created from concrete elements such as source code by parsing the source files and 

then generating the abstract syntax tree which is then used to build the architecture or it can 

created from runtime traces by compiling the source program. 

Therefore, in this section the fact extraction by parsing source code and then generating the 

abstract syntax tree are described in detail. The parsing of Ruby source program is done in 

two ways. By directly parsing the Ruby source code or by converting the source code into 

Ruby Intermediate Language (RIL) and then parses it. The pros and cons of both these 

processes are described below.  

 

2.3.1 Parsing Source Code vs. Intermediate Language 

Ruby is an object oriented, dynamic scripting language with the aim of being “feel natural to 

programmers” by providing rich syntax that makes it easy to use but its complex syntax and 

semantics make it hard to build analysis and transformation tools for Ruby source code. Such 

challenges can be resolved by converting the Ruby source code into intermediate 

representation such as Ruby intermediate language [Metal09], which is quite easy to analyze.  

The main advantages of such language are first, it uses common representation of multiple 

and redundant source constructs resulting in reduced language construct for analysis. 

Secondly it improves the control flow of the source program. Third, it simplifies the 
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semantic of intermediate language by inserts explicit code to represent implicit semantics 

[Metal09].  

Even though intermediate language representation provides greater benefits, the main 

drawback of using intermediate language representation is the loss of facts information in the 

process of conversion from source program to intermediate representation language while 

making it simpler. The impact of such lost of factual information can result in architecture 

model that is incomplete. Therefore, parsing to ruby source program is considered and 

conversion to Ruby intermediate language (RIL) is avoided.    

2.3.2 Parsing Process 

To parse ruby source program we need ruby parser. Parsers are generally used in compilers 

to perform the front end processing that breaks up the source code into tokens and then 

generate an intermediate representation such as abstract syntax tree or parse tree. This 

information is then stored in a data structure called symbolic table, which is then used by the 

backend part of the compiler to construct the desired target program [ALSU07].  

The fact extractor only uses the front-end or the parsing phase that consists of two sub 

functions, lexical analysis and syntax analysis. The output of this is an abstract syntax tree 

(AST), which can be analyzed using a visitor pattern. Figure 9 shows the parsing process 

[ALSU07]. 

 

Figure 10: Analysis Phase 
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Lexical Analysis 

Lexical analyzer reads in a stream of characters from the source code and then organizes into 

group of meaningful sequences known as lexemes. The lexical analyzer generates a token for 

each lexeme, which is then passed to syntax analysis. This phase is also known as scanning. 

Syntax Analysis 

Syntax analyzer takes in the tokens generated by the lexical analyzer and group them in 

grammatical phrases represented as tree-structure called the abstract syntax tree where 

tokens are represented as nodes of a tree which denotes a construct occurring in the source 

code. The syntax is 'abstract' in the sense that it does not represent every detail of the code as 

they appear in the real syntax. This phase is often known as parsing. 

Abstract Syntax Tree  

Abstract Syntax Tree is the main artifact used by the plug-in as an input to extract relevant 

architectural information from the source code and transform it into SAVE model as an 

abstracted architecture, which can then be validated against the intended architecture of the 

system.   

The example in Figure 11 shows an overview of how a simple assignment statement of a 

program code will be represented as an abstract syntax tree after parsed by the parser. Each 

character of the program code is represented as a node in the AST. 

 

 

 

Code statement:  a = 2 + 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Abstract Syntax Tree 
 

Generating the AST of the source program using relevant parser is the first step for source 

code analysis necessary for fact extraction process. The abstract syntax tree are then 

analyzed using visitor pattern and then used as input for building the SAVE model. 
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3 APPROACH 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter describes an approach taken to build the fact extractor for system developed in 

Ruby on Rails to obtain relevant facts necessary for architecture compliance checking 

[KP07] by creating an abstracted level of software architecture from concrete elements such 

as source code.  

As Ruby on Rails uses Ruby for coding, basically we have to parse ruby source program to 

build the SAVE models. To build the fact extractor, first we need build a parser that can 

analyze ruby programming language constructs and then generate an abstract syntax tree 

necessary to build the SAVE model. We also need to create a mapping from Ruby language 

constructs to SAVE model elements. Therefore, the first task is to identify the relevant 

programming constructs that can be mapped, since the SAVE components are modeled using 

entities and relations, the identification of relevant language constructs of Ruby are done by 

figuring out which one are entities and which are relations. The outcome of this analysis is a 

mapping table of source code model elements and SAVE model elements, which is 

described in detail in section 3.2. 

Therefore, first task is to create a mapping table and then build a parser that can to parse the 

ruby source program and generate abstract syntax tree, which can be analyzed. There are 

various options for building a parser, which are discussed in detailed in the sections 3.3. The 

following section describes the mapping between Ruby language constructs and that of 

SAVE model elements. 

 

3.2 Mapping Ruby and SAVE Elements 

To build a SAVE model, which are modeled using entities and relations first we need to 

create a mapping from Ruby on Rails program elements; entities and relations that are 

identified in section 2.3 to that of SAVE model elements. 

 

Ruby Source file 

For ruby the source code files (.rb) are compilation units, which is one logical unit and it can 

be mapped with FSCompilationUnit of FSModel and Component Type of 

SAVEComponentModel.  

 

Module 

Modules declare namespace within the scope of compilation unit or can be used to 

implement multiple inheritances as mix-ins. Modules can be invoked in another namespace 

with include statement, which results in a nested namespace contained within the invoking 

module or class. Therefore, the relation can be defined as having import relation and mapped 

with FSType of FSModel.  
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Class 

The classes are declared in the scope of compilation unit or within the scope of module or 

within another class. It is mapped to FSType of FSModel. For relation, classes declared 

within compilation unit can be accessed by instantiating the class. Therefore, it can be 

defined as having access relation. 

Variables 

All the variables are accessed by the component what are using it, therefore it is defined as 

having access relation. 

Methods 

A component that wants to use the methods has to make a call to the method; it is defined as 

having call relation. 

Require and include 

The “require” method includes another file in the current file, while include method takes all 

the methods from another module and includes them into the current module. Therefore, 

require and include can be mapped with import relation type.   

Mapping summary 

The summary of the mappings between ruby on rails program language construct elements 

and that of SAVEComponentModel and FSModel elements are shown in shown in Table 2. 

Ruby Program elements 
SAVE Platform Model elements 

SAVEComponent Model FSModel 

File System Folder Subsystem Type FSFolder 

Ruby Source code file (.rb) Component Type FSCompilationUnit 

Module/Class  FSType 

Variables  FSVariable 

Initialize and Methods  FSOORoutine 

Class Inheritance Inheritance relation 

Require/Include statement Import relation 

Variable access 
Access relation 

Class instantiation  

Method Calls Call Relations 

Module and Class nesting Containment relation 

Table 2: Mapping Summary 
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3.3 Parser Selection and Adaptation 

3.3.1 Develop a New Parser 

Developing a new parser to parse Ruby source program could be a best option for extracting 

architectural facts to build SAVE models.  There are two ways to build a parser new parser, 

first one is to build everything from scratch, i.e., create everything manually including 

grammars. The second option is to utilize some parser generator tools known as “Compiler-

compiler” such as JavaCC
1
 and ANTLR, where the parser generator takes language grammar 

as an input and then generate a parser. This makes the task of developing parser semi 

automatic. JavaCC
1
 is a parser generator that outputs parser in Java language and also 

includes additional features such as tree building via a tool called JJTree, which is included 

with JavaCC. ANTLR on the other hand generates parsers in C, C++, Java, Python, C#, and 

Objective-C. It also provides addition capabilities such as automatic AST building, through 

an implementation of AST called CommonTree. This option can be used for building a fact 

extractor as both of them generate parsers in Java language. 

But the problem with such approaches is difficulty in specifying grammars, constructing 

AST and then analyzing it.  

3.3.2 Use Open Source Parser 

Instead of re-inventing a wheel, the better option could be to reuse existing open source 

parsers by customizing its features to suit the requirements of the fact extractor. Since the 

fact extraction process basically uses the front-end phase of compiler design, any complier 

that compiles Ruby on Rails source code can be customized and used for building the fact 

extractor. Another advantage of reusing existing parsers is to avoid the task of re-specifying 

a grammar, which is often very daunting although the parser itself can be generated by parser 

generator tools. Moreover, the use of open source parsers provides flexibility for future 

updates and changes. Due to these advantages, the option of reusing existing open source 

parser was adopted for this thesis work. Table 3 shows the summary of advantages and 

disadvantages of parser building options. The evaluation of open source parsers is described 

in the next section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
 https://javacc.dev.java.net/ 
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Parser Options Advantages Disadvantages 

Building new Parser 

from scratch 

 

Opportunity to create a very 

efficient and specific parser for 

this particular purpose  

Specifying grammars, 

constructing AST and then 

analyzing is the main 

challenges in this approach  

Using Open Source 

Parsers 

 

Avoids specifying a new 

grammar. 

The task of maintaining any 

changes will be taken care of 

by the open source project 

team.  

Needs to customize the parsers, 

which can be very tedious as 

the objective and application 

context of developing such 

parsers differs from the current 

context, which always contains 

more features than required. 

Table 3: Summary of parser building options 

3.3.3 Parser Survey 

The survey of various open source parser projects is carried out to identify the most relevant 

one that can be use for building the fact extractor. From the numerous projects, three popular 

open source projects are identified, which are discussed in detail in the following sub-

sections.  

3.3.3.1 JRuby 

JRuby
2
 is an implementation of Ruby interpreter in Java programming language, which is 

developed as an open source project by JRuby team. JRuby is essentially a Ruby interpreter 

written completely in Java programming language, it allows Ruby and Java source to fully 

access the functionalities of each other and therefore stands as an ideal solution for building 

the fact extractor.  

The version of JRuby as of writing thesis was JRuby 1.5.2 released on 20
th
 August 2010. It 

supports Ruby on Rails since version 0.9. JRuby is not completely developed from scratch, 

only the Lexer is written manually while the parser is generated by YACC/BISON-based 

(Yet Another Compiler-Compiler) parser generator tool called Jay
3
, which generates a parser 

in JAVA for a given grammar in Backus–Naur Form (BNF). 

The advantages of using JRuby are firstly, it is an open source project with active 

community of developer. Secondly, it is implemented in Java, which simplifies the task of 

building Ruby on Rails fact extractor simple as SAVE tool itself was developed completely 

in Java. By using JRuby it helps to avoid the conversion of Ruby source code into 

intermediary representation, which otherwise can result in the loss of information. Moreover, 

JRuby was already used in another [TLM06] project that provides Refactoring support for 

Eclipse Ruby Development Tool, which proves that JRuby can be suitably customized and 

                                                      
2
   http://www.jruby.org/ 

3
   www.ba-horb.de/~pl/papers/ITCS2005.pdf 
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used for the building the extractor. Therefore, JRuby stands out as the most suitable 

candidate amongst the available open source parser projects. 

3.3.3.2 Rubinius 

Rubinius is also an active open source software project that implements Ruby interpreter in 

Ruby programming language as opposed to JRuby, which is implemented in Java. 

The version of Rubinius as of this thesis writing is rubinius-1.0.1, with active updates and it 

is released under BSD license. 

Since SAVE plug-in component interfacing the SAVE tool needs to be written in Java, using 

parsers written in programming language other than java requires some kind of bridge 

mechanism to be able to communicate with java interfacing component of the SAVE 

platform. There are options available for bridging and interfacing such gaps by using Java 

Native Interface or by creating intermediary files in XML or CSV format, but such methods 

are not very efficient and it can complicate things a bit. Therefore using Rubinius is not 

considered, but kept as an alternative.  

3.3.3.3 IronRuby 

IronRuby is an effort by Microsoft to implement Ruby-programming language in .NET 

framework, which is released under the Microsoft Public License. 

The version of IronRuby as of writing this thesis is version 1.1, which was released on 24
th
 

July 2010. IronRuby support for Rails applications was made available, but it was not on a 

production environment level. The IronRuby 1.1 supports .NET 4.0 and Ruby 1.8.6. 

The main disadvantage of using IronRuby for providing fact extraction support for Ruby on 

Rails is that it is implemented in Microsoft .NET. As with Rubinius parser, using IronRuby 

also requires the same kind of conversion to intermediate file or using JNI (java native 

interface) to be able to use by the Java component of SAVE platform. Therefore Using 

IronRuby is also not considered. 

 

3.3.4 Summary 

Parsers Advantages Disadvantages 

JRuby 

It is an implementation of 

Ruby interpreter in Java 

programming language.  

The current version is 

JRuby 1.5.2 released on 

20
th
 August 2010 

It is an open source project with 

active updates. It is implemented 

in Java; therefore it can be used 

directly in the SAVE tool 

interfacing plug-in, which written 

in java.  

JRuby is already used in RDT 

(Eclipse Ruby Development Tool). 

The first phase of RDT project is 

JRuby consist of many 

modules and libraries, 

which are developed 

with different 

objectives and use, 

therefore customizing it 

can be a real challenge.  
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same as that is need here. 

Rubinius: 

Is a Ruby interpreter 

implemented in Ruby 

programming language, 

the current version is 

rubinius-1.0.1 

Is an open source software project 

released under BSD license 

Active updates and support  

Cannot be directly 

used, it needs to 

converted in 

intermediate file 

representation and need 

to use JNI to interface 

with java component. 

IronRuby: 

Is an implementation of 

Ruby-programming 

language in Microsoft 

.NET. Current version is 

IronRuby 1.1 released on 

24
th
 July 2010 

Is a open source software project 

released under the Microsoft 

Public License 

 

Support for Ruby on Rails 

framework 

 

 

Cannot be directly 

used, it needs to 

converted in 

intermediate file 

representation and need 

to use JNI to interface 

with java component. 

Support for Rails was 

not on a production 

environment level. 

Table 4: Parser survey summary 

3.4 JRuby  

From the analysis for building parser in section 3.3 and survey of open source parser projects 

described in section 3.4, it was concluded that the fact extractor can be build best by utilizing 

existing open source parser projects, to this end JRuby was found to be the most suitable 

candidate for building the fact extractor as it is implemented entirely in Java, which makes 

the task of customization easy as conversion to intermediate form is not required.  

JRuby is a Ruby implementation in Java and is compatible to Ruby version 1.8 onwards. 

JRuby parser is used to parse the Ruby source code and then generate an abstract syntax tree, 

which is then used as an input to build the SAVE model of the system implemented in Ruby 

on Rails. The following subsections describe JRuby’s lexer and parser and the visitor class in 

details.   

3.4.1 Lexer 

JRuby lexer is a handwritten program that works in pair with the parser. It is used to break 

the source code into tokens, which is then used to create AST according to a set of 

production rules. All the classes of JRuby lexer are located in package org.jruby.lexer.yacc. 

The important JRuby lexer classes are described in Table 5 [TLM06].  

Classes Description 

HeredocTerm Derived from StrTerm and it handles and parses the here-

document parts in the source code, which is created and 

called by RubyYaccLexer 
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LexerSource: This class stores and manages the resource of the lexer. It 

provides functionality to unread characters which is provided 

by lexer source 

LexState This class contains all the possible sates the lexer can be in, 

which are accessible through public constants in this class. 

RubyYaccLexer The core functionality of lexer is implemented in this class. 

yyLex method is the main method besides many others that 

returns token one by one 

SourcePosition Stores the position of a token or any other item in the source 

code file, which contains source file path, the first and the 

last character number and start and end line  

SourcePositionFactory Generates the SourcePosition for the tokens and the nodes.  

StackState Stores boolean values and pass them to back to its user, 

which is used to keep the information about condition and 

command argument states. 

StringTerm Provides same functionality as HeredocTerm class but for 

strings instead of heredoc parts and it extends StrTerm class  

StrTerm Is a abstract class that specifies StringTerm and 

HeredocTerm to implement parsestring () method.  

SyntaxException This class throws exception if the syntax rules are broken 

and contains ISourcePosition object to show where the 

syntax exception occurred 

Token Is the outcome of lexer that is generally represented by an 

integer value and it is accessed via RubyYaccLexer. 

Table 5: Lexer classes 

3.4.2 Parser 

The JRuby parser parses Ruby source code in pair with lexer. After tokenizing the source 

code by the lexer, the parser is used to analyze and process those tokens further to generate 

abstract syntax tree. Among the JRuby parser classes some of important classes are 

described in Table 6 and the parser call sequence diagram is shown in Figure 12 [TLM06].   

Classes Description 

DefaultRubyParser.y This is the main class of the parser, which is generated by Jay 

out of the DefaultRubyParser.y file. The parser gets the token 

one by one from the lexer, which is processed by large number 

of switch statements. This along with the general construction 

makes hard to figure out how the parser works and moreover 
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.y files are not very human readable 

ParserSupport This class contains methods that provide common 

functionality of several production rules.  

Tokens 

 

This class contains all the tokens that can be determined by the 

lexer. The values of each of these token are assigned by values 

defined in DefaultRubyParser.  

YyTables 

 

This class is generated automatically by parser generator 

program which not readable by humans. The information is 

stored in huge arrays. 

Table 6: Parser classes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Parser sequence diagram 
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3.4.3 Visitor Classes 

The generated abstract syntax tree is analyzed using a visitor pattern. The visitor pattern 

implementation in JRuby consists of two visitor classes: 

 Node:  An abstract visitable class that contains accept() method, which has to be 

implemented by the concrete visitable classes.  

 NodeVisitor:  An abstract visitor that contains an abstract visit() method that needs 

to be implemented by the concrete visitor class.  

The visit() method in the concrete visitor class implements functionality for each node type 

and a general method that calls the accept method with visitor object as an argument. A 

UML class diagram for implementing visitor pattern is shown in Figure 13. The most 

important feature of the visitor pattern is the separation of the program flow from the 

handling of the nodes [MW06]. As shown in the example, the visitClassNode method just 

makes a call to the visitNode method and does not care of type its body node; it lets the 

targeted node decide which method in the visitor is to be called. Using the visitor pattern, the 

RORASTVisitor can now traverse the whole abstract syntax tree and extract the elements for 

each node that is required to build the SAVE models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: UML class diagram for Visitor pattern 
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3.5 Solution 

The proposed solution for building the fact extractor for system implemented in Ruby on 

Rails programming language is proposed with two options. The first option considers re-

using open source parser project implemented Java. Therefore, JRuby is selected for these 

propose to build the fact extractor. The other option is also to build the fact extractor using 

open source parser, i.e., IronRuby or Rubinius parsers, which are not implemented in Java, 

so in this option we first need to convert the parsed source program into intermediate 

representation before it can be used by the extractor to build the SAVE model.  

The choice of the propose solution was already discussed in detailed in section 3.4. The 

UML diagram in Figure 14 shows the architecture of the proposed solution using first option. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: High level conceptual diagram 

In second option, two program components needs to be developed; a parser component that 

is language specific (Ruby or .NET) and the interfacing component in Java that interfaces 

SAVE tool. The parsing, abstract syntax tree generation and analysis will be will be done by 

language specific parser component and the conversion to intermediate representation is 

done by the interfacing component that outputs file in CSV or XML format, which is used 

than as an input to build SAVE models. The UML diagram in Figure 15 shows the 

architecture of second option. 
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Figure 15:  High level conceptual diagram 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Overview 

This chapter provides an implementation detail of the fact extractor plug-in. First it describes 

the architecture and fundamental design of the extractor plug-in and in the second part it 

describes the actual development process.  

The development of fact extractor itself consists of two parts, the first part consist of 

building a parser that parses the Ruby on Rails source code and then generate abstract syntax 

tree.  The second part consists of building interfacing components that will integrate the 

Ruby on Rails fact extractor with the SAVE platform. The SAVE model components and 

extension points provided by the SAVE core model and SAVE extension framework are 

used for integration of the extractor plug-in with the SAVE platform. 

4.2 Architecture 

The architecture of fact extractor consists of three layers; UI layer, transformation layer and 

repository access layer. A high level architecture of the extractor for implementing Ruby on 

Rails fact extractor is shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16:  High level architecture of Extractor 
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As shown in the architecture diagram, the fact extractor consists of three layers. The UI layer 

initiates the fact extraction process by a user selecting a set of system artifacts through a user 

interface provided as wizard pages. The wizard page contain various options such as 

selecting abstraction strategies and other necessary configuration options and provides input 

for transformation phase that actually generates the SAVEL model. The interaction amongst 

various components of the extractor is shown in the sequence diagram in Figure 17 [Rost09]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Sequence diagram 

 

4.3 Development of Fact Extractor 

4.3.1 Parser 

As described in section 3.6, JRuby was used as a parser for parsing and generating abstract 

syntax tree from Ruby and Rails source program to build the fact extractor. The detailed 

description of JRuby was provided in Section 3.5. Since JRuby is implemented in java 

programming language it can be used directly by importing as a library into the extractor 

project.  

JRuby’s Node and NodeVisitor are the two main visitor classes that were used to build the 

fact extractor. These classes are used to traverse the abstract syntax tree of the Ruby source 

program that is being parsed. Node class is an abstract visitable class that contains accept() 

method, which has to be implemented by the concrete visitable classes and NodeVisitor class 
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is an abstract visitor that contains an abstract visit() method that needs to be implemented by 

the concrete visitor class.  

NodeVisitor Class 

NodeVisitor is a JRuby interface visitor class that visits all the nodes of the AST that is 

generated by the JRuby parser, the code snippet of the interface class NodeVisitor is shown 

in Figure 18. The RORASTVisitor class implements this interface class and extracts all the 

relevant architectural facts from each node and then builds the SAVE models. The detail 

description on RORASTVisitor is shown in section 4.4.2.2. 

public interface NodeVisitor { 

public Object visitAliasNode(AliasNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitAndNode(AndNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitArgsNode(ArgsNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitArgsCatNode(ArgsCatNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitArgsPushNode(ArgsPushNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitArrayNode(ArrayNodeiVisited); 

    … 

public Object visitVCallNode(VCallNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitXStrNode(XStrNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitYieldNode(YieldNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitZArrayNode(ZArrayNodeiVisited); 

public Object visitZSuperNode(ZSuperNodeiVisited); 

} 

Figure 18:  Snippet of JRuby NodeVisitor 

 

4.3.2 Integration with SAVE 

The fact extractor that was build now has to be integrated with the SAVE platform. As 

Fraunhofer SAVE tool is developed as a collection of Eclipse plug-ins, the fact extractor is 

integrated with the SAVE platform by using extension points provided by the SAVE 

platform and the SAVE extraction framework to create user interface popup menus that 

enables user to initiate the fact extraction process. The integration details of each layer are 

described in detailed below. 

4.3.2.1 User Interface Layer 

The UI layer is implemented through extension points provided in SAVE extension 

framework to create GUI wizard pages and add functionality to the pop-up menu. To use 

extension points, the entries have to be added to the plugin.xml, which can be done manually 

by editing this xml file, or visually through eclipse wizard page. 
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The user interface for selecting the input artifacts can be viewed after specifying the 

selection and transformation strategies provided through extension points. The selection 

strategy class extends as follows. 

The class file RORSelectionStrategy.java extends 

de.fhg.iese.save.core.fw.ext.selectionStrategy.filesystem.FileSystemSelectionStrategy 

4.3.2.2 Transformation Layer 

Transformation layer is the main layer that is contains the logic responsible for processing 

the actual fact extraction process. All the input parameters necessary for extraction are 

received from the UI layer. The main task is carried out by Transformation Handler class, 

which implements the control logic of the transformation process. The following class files 

are used in the transformation layer. 

The class file RORTransformationStrategy.java extends  

de.fhg.iese.save.core.fw.ext.transformation.TransformationStrategy 

This class was used to determine the selected transformation strategy and build the SAVE 

model by calling appropriate methods of from SAVE platform. RORASTVisitor class used 

this class to build both FSModel and SAVEComponentModel.  

RORTransformationhandler 

The class file RORTransformationhandler.java extends 

de.fhg.iese.save.core.fw.fe.transformation.ExtractionHandler 

The RORTransformationhandler class provides the main functionality and logic of the fact 

extractor. It receives input source files from UI layer and then invokes RORParser to parse 

the Ruby on Rails source files and generate abstract syntax tree, it also invokes 

RORASTVisitor to visit all the nodes in the AST and extract relevant architectural facts to 

build the SAVE models. 

RORParser 

RORParser class uses JRuby, which is imported in the extractor project as a library and 

parses the Ruby on Rails source program. It returns abstract syntax tree after parsing the 

source codes. RORASTVisitor used these AST to extract all architectural facts for building 

the SAVE model using visitor pattern. 

RORASTVisitor 

The class file RORASTVisitor.java implements the interface visitor class 

org.jruby.ast.NodeVisitor 

RORASTVisitor class is a concrete visitor class that implements NodeVisitor class of JRuby, 

which traverses and visits all the relevant nodes in the AST returned by the RORParser class 

and extracts required architectural facts to build SAVEComponentModel and FSModel. As 

described in section 3.5.2 it uses visitor pattern to traverse and visit all the nodes in the AST. 
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Table 7 lists and describes the relevant nodes from the JRuby AST that were visited to 

extract the facts. 

Sl.No Nodes Types Description 

1 ClassNode This node is for a regular class definition, Singleton 

classes get their own node, the SClassNode 

2 CallNode A method or operator call. 

3 ClassVarNode Access to a class variable. 

4 GlobalVarNode Access to a global variable. 

5 InstVarNode Represents an instance variable accessor 

6 ModuleNode Represents a module definition. 

7 FCallNode Represents a method call with self as an implicit receiver 

Table 7: JRuby AST nodes 

 

4.3.2.3 Persistence Layer 

After Transformation layer has successfully completed the extraction process steps of 

parsing the source file, generation of abstract syntax tree and extraction of architectural facts 

and finally build the SAVEComponentModel and FSModel, it now needs to store the models 

persistently for further analysis and use. This task of storing the model persistently is 

achieved through the persistence layer. Additionally persistence layer also provides 

appropriate model managers that enable us to create and manipulate SAVE model elements. 

All these are implemented by invoking and using relevant module components provided by 

the SAVE platform.  
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5 VALIDATION 

5.1 Overview 

This Chapter describes the validation of the Ruby on Rails fact extractor that was build; the 

purpose of validation is to determine if the extractor correctly conforms to the requirements 

or in another way to answer the question “Did we build the right product?”[Rakitin01]. 

Validation activities provide assessments at the end of development process that 

demonstrates whether the software requirements and system requirements are correct, 

complete, accurate, consistent, and testable so that the software [IEEE Std. 1012-2004]: 

1. Satisfy system requirements at the end of each life cycle activity 

2. Solve the right problem as per requirements and  

3. Satisfy user needs and its intended use 

Therefore, software validation forms the part of the software testing process, which are 

closely tied to software quality. The main attributes of software quality are reliability, 

testability, usability, efficiency, portability and maintainability, but often in practice some 

attributes conflict with one another, therefore, here only selected attributes that are required 

were tested to validate the extractor. The Figure 19 shows the software quality attributes in 

hierarchical order with each characteristic [ABC82]. In this figure the quality attributes are 

listed at the left hand side and its characteristics are listed to the right. For example, software 

with the quality attributes of being reliable has the characteristics of being adequate and 

robust, which in turn has sub-characterization of being correct, complete and consistent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: A hierarchy of software quality attributes 

 

The validation process is conducted in two concrete phases which mainly test the reliability, 

performance and robustness of the system. In the first phase, the fact extractor was tested for 
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adequately that checks for correctness and completeness. This testing was done by using a 

smaller system developed in Ruby that contains all the relevant language contracts required 

to build the SAVE model. The expected test cases were designed manually by drawing the 

architecture of reference system by hand and then identify the architectural facts, which are 

recorded in tabular from. The actual test is conducted by comparing the architecture of this 

small reference system created manually and the one generated the extractor using the SAVE 

platform. Here the relevant software metrics of architectural facts from both the architecture 

are collected and then the result is computed for correctness and completeness using 

statistical methods of Precision and Recall. The computation can be seen in section 5.2.1. 

In the second part, the extractor is then tested for performance and robustness by inputting a 

larger real-world application developed in Ruby on Rails framework and then conduct test 

for performance and robustness. The performance and robustness are tested based on time 

scale metrics by measuring the amount of time it takes to generate AST and then build a 

complete SAVE model architecture of the reference system.   

5.2 Correctness and Completeness 

The first part of validation focuses on checking the reliability of the fact extractor. Clearly, a 

reliable system must first be adequate, which means, it must be correct and complete 

[ABC82]. These quality attribute characteristics are tested individually by using test oracle 

that contains the expected result, which are compared with the outcome of actual test run. 

The proof of correctness and completeness are computed by applying statistical methods on 

those collected metrics. The method of Precision and Recall [BG94, HYP09] was used here. 

Precision and Recall are primarily used in the area of information retrieval and to find the 

exactness (correctness) and completeness of a search. This method can be applied here, as 

we have to extract or find architectural facts from the analyzed system and then calculate if 

the extracted architectural facts need to build the SAVE model are correct and complete.    

Correctness is the minimum requirement that any software should possess. The testing for 

correctness and completeness was done by comparing the expected test result with that one 

that was generated by the extractor.  

The comparison of expected result and actual result was done manually. The resulting 

metrics were collected which was then analyzed and computed for correctness and 

completeness using Precision and Recall. Precision is used to calculate the correctness value 

while the Recall is used to calculate the value for completeness [HYP09]. 
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The formula for each is given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tp: True positive 

fp: False positive 

fn: False negative 

For computing correctness and completeness of the extractor, the following are considered: 

True positive (tp): Architectural facts build by the fact extractors, which are also 

present in the reference system architecture. 

False positive (fp): Facts extracted by the fact extractor but are not present in the 

reference system architecture.   

False negative (fn): Facts present in the reference system architecture but are not 

extracted by the fact extractor. 

The correctness and completeness of the fact extractor is then shown based on the 

calculation result. A Precision score of 1.0 or 100% reflects the correctness of all the 

components and relations extracted by the fact extractor for the reference system and a 

Recall score of 1.0 or 100% reflects the completeness of the all the architectural facts 

extracted by the fact extractor. 

5.2.1 Test System 

Two applications one were used as reference system for testing. A smaller system that 

contains all the Ruby programming language constructs was used to validate the correctness 

and completeness of the fact extractor and a bigger real world application build using Ruby 

and Rails framework was used to testing the performance and robustness of the extractor.  

The advantage of conducting a validation test using a smaller reference system is that we can 

manually create the architecture of the system and then create the test cases that were 

compared with the actual architecture generated by the fact extractor i.e. 

SAVEComponentModel and FSModel. The correctness and completeness was tested at 

higher abstraction level by just comparing the two architectures; manual architecture and the 

one generated by the fact extractor. At more detailed level, validation is done mathematically 

by calculating the value of Precision and Recall as described in the previous section. 

Since Ruby on Rails framework basically a Ruby program, parsing Ruby source code that 

contains all the necessary programming language constructs is enough to test the fact 

extractor that was developed. Here it is important to check the constructs and the creation of 

both structure and relations of SAVEComponentModel and FSModel. 

The Table 8 describes all the relevant Ruby programming language constructs required by 

the extractor for creating the SAVEComponentModel and FSModel. 
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Program Constructs Description 

Ruby Source File For ruby the source code files (.rb) is a logical unit and it can 

be mapped with FSCompilationUnit of FSModel and 

Component Type of SAVEComponentModel. 

Module /Class 

declaration and 

instantiation 

The classes are declared in the scope of compilation unit or 

with the scope of module or within another class and are 

instantiated with new keyword. Therefore it is used to test the 

creation of FSType of SAVEComponentModel and FSModel 

and also the creation of access relation. 

Variables access All the variables are accessed by the components that are 

using it therefore it is used to test the creation of access 

relation. 

Methods calls A component that wants to use the methods has to make a 

call to the method; therefore it is used to test the creation 

of call relations. 

Require and include The “require “statement includes another file in the current 

file, while include method takes all the methods from another 

module and includes them into the current module. Therefore, 

require and include are used to test the creation of import 

relations.   

Table 8: Relevant Ruby language constructs 

 

5.2.2 Manual Fact Extraction 

5.2.2.1 The DrawShapes Application 

DrawShapes is a Ruby application program that draws basic shapes using object oriented 

programming model. This application consist of all relevant Ruby programming language 

constructs that is required to build the SAVE model. The application consists of five 

compilation units (source files), within which all other programming constructs are 

contained. Table 9 describes the functionality of these compilation units. 

 

 

Compilation Units Descriptions 

Shape.rb The Shape compilation unit contains a shape class, within it 

contains methods for getting and getting the coordinate values and 

methods for moving the position of shapes  

Rectangle.rb The Rectangle compilation unit contains a rectangle class that 
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inherits from Shapes class. It also contains module class Color that 

contains the color code for shapes, which can be used by the 

Rectangle class using include keyword. The Rectangle class 

contains variables and methods for drawing the rectangle shape 

and painting it with a color.  

Circle.rb The Circle compilation unit contains a Circle class that also 

inherits properties from Shapes class. It contains module class 

Color that contains the color code for shapes that can be used by 

the Circle class using include keyword. The Circle class contains 

variables and methods for drawing the rectangle shape and painting 

it with a color. 

DrawShapes. rb The DrawShapes compilation unit contains the main DrawShapes 

class that instantiates all other classes and then access all of them 

and draw the relevant shapes by providing required parameters. 

Table 9: Draw Shapes Application 

 

5.2.2.2 Expected Result 

The expected result of the fact extractor is described in this section. The architecture of the 

reference system was created manually as the expected test result; both 

SAVEComponentModel and FSModel were created manually along with the components 

and relations. This was used as expected test results in the second part where both the 

SAVEComponentModel and FSModel are generated by the extractor are validated by 

comparing against it. Both the architectures of SAVEComponentModel and FSModel are 

shown below. 

SAVEComponentModel 

The architecture of the SAVEComponentModel is build manually from the reference system 

and the relation types between these components are also extracted manually. Figure 20 

shows the component architecture of the reference system and the relation types extracted 

from this architecture are listed in Table 10.  
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Figure 20: DrawShapes component diagram 

Sl# Relation Type Source Component Target Component 

Compilation Unit: DrawShapes. Rb 

1 Import relation load "Rectangle.rb" Rectangle.rb 

2 Import relation load "Circle.rb" Circle.rb 

3 Call Relation myCircle.draw Circle.rb/def draw 

4 Call relation myCircle.paint Circle.rb/def paint    

5 Call relation myRectangle.draw Rectangle.rb/def draw 

6 Call relation myRectangle.paint Rectangle.rb/def paint 

Compilation Unit: Circle.rb 

7 Import relation load "Shape.rb" Shape.rb 

8 Import relation include Color module Color 

9 Inheritance relation class Circle < Shape Class Shapes 
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Compilation Unit: Rectangle.rb 

10 Import relation load "Shape.rb" Shape.rb 

11 Import relation include color module Color 

12 Inheritance relation class Rectangle < Shape Class Shapes 

Table 10: SAVEComponentModel Relations from the Reference system 

The containment and self-reference relations of DrawShapes are shown in Table 11and the 

summary of all the structure and relation types is shown in Table 12.  

 Relation Type Source Component Target component 

C
o

n
ta

in
m

en
t Containment Relation DrawShapes 

 

Shapes.rb 

DrawShapes.rb 

Circle.rb 

Rectangle.rb 

S
el

f-
R

ef
er

en
ce

 

Access relation 

(Shape.rb) 

attr_accessor :x, :y @x 

@y 

Access Relation 

(Circle.rb)  

attr_accessor :radius @radius 

Access Relation 

(Rectangle.rb) 

attr_accessor :width, 

:height 

@width 

@height 

Table 11: Containment and self-reference 

The summary of components, subsystem and relations of the SAVEComponentModel from 

Table 10 and Table 11 are summarized with occurrences of each listed in Table 12. There are 

5 components and 21 relations. 

 Structure/Relation Type Counts 

Component 
Component Type 4 

Subsystem Type 1 

Relation 

Import relation 6 

Inheritance relation 2 

Access relation  5 

Call relation 4 

Containment relation 4 

 Components = 5, Relations  =  21 

Table 12: Containment and self-reference 
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FSModel 

The expected result of FSModel of the reference system was created manually using Aptana 

RadRails as shown in Figure 21. The relation types extracted from this architecture are listed 

in Table 13 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: FSModel of the reference system 

 

The summary of components and relations of the FSModel are summarized Table 13.  There 

are in total 18 components and 21 relations. 
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 FSModel Component Counts 

C
o

m
p

o
n

en
ts

 
FSFolder 1 

FSOOCompilationUnit 4 

FSType 4 

FSVariable 5 

FSOORoutine 4 

R
el

a
ti

o
n

s 

Import Relation 6 

Inheritance relation 2 

Access Relation 5 

Containment Relation 4 

Call Relation 4 

 Components = 18, Relations  =  21 

Table 13: FSModel Relations and Components 

 

 

 

5.2.3 Fact Extraction using Extractor 

5.2.3.1 Actual Test Run 

The outcome of actual test run is describes in this section. Both architectures of 

SAVEComponentModel and FSModel of the reference system were created by the fact 

extractor while the relations and components from these architectures are extracted 

manually. The result was then compared with the expected test result and the computation 

for correctness and completeness are done based on these metrics. 

SAVEComponentModel 

The SAVEComponentModel generated by the extractor is show in Figure 22. Based on this 

architectural diagram all the relevant metrics for components and their relations are extracted 

manually. The summaries of extracted metrics are shown in Table 14. 
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Figure 22: SAVEComponentModel 

 

 

 Structure/Relation Type Counts 

Component Component Type 4 

Subsystem Type 1 

Relation Import relation 6 

Inheritance relation 2 

Access relation 5 

Call relation 4 

Containment relation 4 

 Components = 5,        Relations  =  21 

Table 14: Summary of FSComponentModel component and relations 
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FSModel 

The FSModel of the reference system generated by the extractor is show in Figure 23 and the 

metrics for components and relations extracted are shown in Table 15.  

 

Figure 23: FSModel generated by extractor 
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 FSModel  Counts 

Component 

FSFolder 1 

FSOOCompilationUnit 4 

FSType 4 

FSVariable 5 

FSOORoutine 4 

Relation Import Relation 6 

Inheritance relation 2 

Access Relation 5 

Containment Relation 4 

Call Relation 4 

                               Components = 18,         Relations  =  21 

Table 15: Summary of FSModel component and relations 

5.2.4 Evaluation: Result Analysis 

The result metrics collected after evaluation in Table 14 and Table 15 are summarized and 

shown in Table 16, which were validated for accuracy, i.e., for correctness and 

completeness. The statistical computation for completeness and correctness using Precision 

and Recall as described in section 5.2 were done accordingly.  

 Architectural Facts # Expected # Generated 

SAVEComponentModel 
Components 5 5 

Relations 21 21 

FSModel 
Components 18 18 

Relations 21 21 

 Components 23 23 

 Relations 42 42 

  65 65 

Table 16: Summary of computation Result 

The statistical computation for correctness and completeness are done based on the summary 

Table 16. The result metric for calculation for Precision and Recall are as follows: 

True positive (tp): Architectural facts build by the fact extractors, which are also 

present in the reference system architecture. 

False positive (fp): Facts extracted by the fact extractor but are not present in the 
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reference system architecture.   

False negative (fn): Facts present in the reference system architecture but that are not 

present in the architectural facts build the by the fact extractor.  

Therefore, from Table 16 the values are as follows:        

 True positive (tp):      65        

 False positive (fp): 0  

 False negative (fn): 0 

 Precision = 65 / (65+0) = 1.0 (100%) 

 Recall = 65/ (65+0) = 1.0 (100%) 

Since the reference system used for validating the fact extractor for reliability is small it 

cannot be used to validate the fact extractor for testing performance and robustness, 

Therefore, in the next section a real-world application, which is much larger in size and 

complex in architecture is used to test the performance and robustness of the extractor. 

5.3 Performance Testing 

5.3.1 Overview 

This section describes a performance evaluation and robustness testing of the fact extractor. 

The aim of performance evaluation is to see how the system is expected to perform in the 

real world. The performance evaluation is done from the user’s perspective and basically 

evaluates in terms of response time and throughput. The performance evaluation is normally 

conducted by developing a benchmark of how the system will be used in the field and then 

evaluates the system against those benchmarks [Vokolos98]. The performance is tested using 

a large real-world application that contains complex architecture and hence with large 

number of source files, the test is shown below. 

5.3.2 Testing Real world Application 

Redmine
4
 an open source project management and web application system build using Ruby 

on Rails framework. It was used for testing performance and robustness of the fact extractor. 

Performance and robustness of the fact extractor was tested mainly through subjective 

benchmark since there is no standard benchmark that can be used for testing. It was basically 

compared with other fact extractors available within SAVE platform for setting the 

minimum requirements. To this end, C# fact extractor was used and its performance and 

robustness were explained in [Rad10].    

Therefore, from the above statements it was concluded that the requirements for performance 

of Ruby on Rails fact extractor should be at least equivalent to that of C# fact extractor or in 

the worst case the fact extractor should build the SAVE models in a reasonable amount of 

time by consuming only reasonable resources and would be unacceptable if it takes infinite 

                                                      
4
 http://www.redmine.org/ 
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time and consumes maximum resources. The metrics collected from the testing are shown in 

Table 17. 

SAVE  Elements Architectural facts No. of facts extracted 

Components  Subsystem Type  15 

Component Type 220 

Relations Import relation 48 

Containment relation 220 

Inheritance relation 117 

Access relation  68 

Call relation 230 

 Total components 235 

 Total relations 683 

 Total facts (components + 

relations) 

918 

 Extraction time 12 Seconds 

 

Table 17: Extracted Architectural Fact 

However, after testing it was found that the fact extractor performed quite well against those 

expected results and requirements. The fact extractor has effectively extracted 235 

components and 683 relations by parsing and analyzing 220 compilation units and generated 

the SAVEComponentModel and FSModel in 12 seconds. 

Based on computation, the extraction time was 0.05 seconds per components, which was 

better than C# fact extractor that has an extraction time of 0.48 second per components 

[Rad10]. Therefore, it was concluded that the performance of the fact extractor was 

acceptable. 

 

5.4 Threats to validity 

Although the computation result from the reference system showed a value of 1.0 or 100% 

for correctness and completeness, the result obtained may not be comprehensive since the 

system chosen was small system and may not be representative. Moreover the expected 

result of the test was created and checked manually by the author therefore, it might have 

resulted into some potential bias unintentionally. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter brings to the end of this master’s thesis and therefore this section outlines the 

summary of the work and results achieved and also describe some outlook and future work 

and lessons learned from this thesis work.  

  

6.1 Summary 

Software architecture plays a very important role particularly in the area of large-scale 

software system development projects. Firstly, it serves a blue print for the project that can 

be used to validate the fulfillment of user requirements and quality attributes. Secondly, it 

serves as an abstraction to help manage the complexity of a system [Cetal.02, HNS00]. In 

the course of software development as the software evolves over time, it gets harder and 

difficult for the developers to follow and track certain deviations from the intended 

architecture and determine if the intended architecture has translated into correct 

implementation during the software development process. Architecture compliance checking 

[KP07] is used as one such technique to determine if the intended architecture has resulted 

into correct implementation during the software development. Fraunhofer SAVE is one such 

tool that performs compliance checking by creating architecture of the implemented system 

from source code through the process known as “fact extraction”.  Currently, SAVE platform 

provides a fact extraction support for system developed in Java, C/C++, Delphi, Ada, C# .net 

and this thesis adds support for Ruby on Rails system. 

The fact extractor consist of three layers; selection, transformation, and persistence layers. 

The selection layer is used to provide a set of artifacts that needs to be analyzed and select 

the strategies to be used, while the transformation layer provides logic for extraction and 

building the SAVE model. The persistence layer is used to persist the model persistently in 

the SAVE Repository for visualization and analysis. 

Amongst these three layers, the transformation layer provides the main functionality of the 

fact extractor. It consists of a parser that generates abstract syntax tree by parsing the source 

code which is then used as an input to build the SAVE models. The parser used by the fact 

extractor is an open source parser named JRuby, which is implemented in Java programming 

language.  

At the end of the implementation, the fact extractor was validated to see if it was “build 

right” and therefore, first it was tested for correctness and completeness followed by 

performance testing using two reference systems of varying size and complexity. A smaller   

system with complete language constructs was used to verify the correctness and 

completeness, while a larger real world application with complex architecture and large 

number of compilation units was used to evaluate performance.  

The result of validation showed a value of 1.0 or 100% for both correctness and 

completeness with the extraction rate of 0.05 seconds per component. Based on result of this 

computation it was concluded that the performance and robustness of the fact extractor was 
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acceptable as it performed better than C# fact extractor which has an extraction rate of 0.48 

second per components [Rad10]. 

6.2 Outlook and Future Work 

As is always the case with software, this fact extractor certainly does not come without 

errors either; therefore it could be further improved in features and functionality in near 

future. The possible areas for improvement are: 

 Currently the fact extractor supports single transformation strategy based on 

mapping with compilation units in a file system hierarchy. In future a transformation 

strategy based on namespace can be incorporated.    

 

 Even though JRuby is quite matured with active developer/user community with 

frequent updates, it is still an ongoing project. Therefore, this work can be further 

improved as JRuby evolves over time.  

6.3 Lessons Learned 

Working on developing a Ruby on Rails fact extractor for SAVE tool has provided me with 

a unique learning experience.  I had a good opportunity to learn java, eclipse plug-in 

development, Ruby and Rails framework.  I have also gained a better understanding on 

internal functions of parsers and compilers, how they work and their functionalities.   

Besides, I have also learned a great deal about software architectures such as views, 

architectural patterns, their level of representation and also about the relevance and 

importance of having software architecture during the software development projects. 

Finally, I would like to mention that it has greatly helped me to enhance my knowledge to, 

conduct research, read and write scientific papers and learn independently.  
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APPENDIX A 

A.1  Reference system source code listing 
         Circle.rb 

require"Shape.rb" 

require"Color.rb" 

 

module Color 

 

Circle_color = "Red" 

Rectangle_color = "Green" 

End 

 

class Circle < Shape 

include Color 

attr :radius 

 

# constructor 

def initialize(initx, inity, initradius) 

super(initx, inity) 

setRadius(initradius) 

end 

 

# get the radius of the object 

defgetRadius 

return @radius 

end 

 

# set the radius of the object 

defsetRadius(newradius) 

      @radius = newradius 

end 

 

# draw the circle 

def draw 

print("Draw a Circle at:(", @x, ",", @y, 

"), radius ", @radius, "\n") 

end 

 

# paint the circle 

def paint 

putsColor::Circle_color 

end 

end 

     

         Shape.rb 

class Shape 

attr :x 

attr :y 

 

# constructor 

def initialize(initx, inity) 

setX(initx) 

setY(inity) 

end 

 

# get the x & y components for the object 

defgetX 
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return @x 

end 

defgetY 

return @y 

end 

 

# set the x & y components for the object 

defsetX(newx) 

      @x = newx 

end 

defsetY(newy) 

      @y = newy 

end 

 

# move the x & y position of the object 

defmoveTo(newx, newy) 

setX(newx) 

setY(newy) 

end 

defrMoveTo(newx, newy) 

moveTo(newx + getX, newy + getY) 

end 

end 

 

 

         Rectangle.rb 

 

require"Shape.rb" 

 

module Color 

Circle_color = "Red" 

Rectangle_color = "Green" 

end 

class Rectangle < Shape 

attr :width 

attr :height 

 

# constructor 

def initialize(initx, inity, initwidth, initheight) 

super(initx, inity) 

setWidth(initwidth) 

setHeight(initheight) 

end 

 

# get the width & height of the object 

defgetWidth 

return @Width 

end 

defgetHeight 

return @Height 

end 

 

# set the width & height of the object 

defsetWidth(newwidth) 

      @width = newwidth 

end 

defsetHeight(newheight) 

      @height = newheight 

end 
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# draw the rectangle 

def draw 

print("Drawing a Rectangle "\n") 

end 

 

# paint the circle 

def paint 

putsColor::Rectangle_color 

end 

end 

 

DrawShapes.rb 

require"Rectangle.rb" 

require"Circle.rb" 

 

# create a collection containing various shape instances 

scribble = [Rectangle.new(10, 20, 5, 6), Circle.new(15, 25, 

8)] 

 

# iterate through the collection and handle shapes 

polymorphically 

scribble.eachdo |ashape| 

ashape.draw 

ashape.rMoveTo(100, 100) 

ashape.draw 

end 

 

# access a rectangle specific function 

arectangle = Rectangle.new(0, 0, 15, 15) 

arectangle.setWidth(30) 

arectangle.draw 

arectangle.paint 

aCircle = Circle.new(15, 25, 8) 

aCircle.paint 
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